
The kitchen of Jayson  
and Melissa Blight’s house 
adjoins the outdoor sitting 

room. OPPOSITE PAGE:  
in the library, Featherston 

‘Contour’ chairs from 
Gordon Mather Industries 
and a Tolomeo ‘Mega’ wall 

lamp from Artemide and  
rosewood shelving set a 

mid-century modern look.  
Details, last pages.  

a tiny historic home in inner  
brisbane maintains its dignity  
as it’s brought into the present.
photographer alicia taylor  producer/writer margie fraser

coming of AGE
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The brickwork of the exterior continues in 
the kitchen/dining area, which features 

Vitra ‘Ply’ chairs by Jasper Morrison (“We 
sourced them after seeing them in a 

design museum in France 15 years ago,” 
explains Melissa), a ‘Hugo’ extending 

dining table from Norman + Quaine and a 
Classicon ‘Selene’ suspension lamp from 

Anibou. An “old Indigenous fishing net” 
stands near Tail Feathers of the Swift in 

Flight (2011), a mud-dyed barkcloth 
artwork by Papua New Guinea artist Sarah 

Ugibari. Calacatta vagli marble from CDK 
Stone was used for the kitchen island.

“WE took hundrEds of photos of 
diffErEnt pAttErns of bricks”
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F or two years, two professional designers lived 
happily in a two-bedroom cottage. Architect 
Jayson Blight and his interior designer wife 
Melissa (of Cox Rayner and Twofold Studio 

respectively) had fallen in love with their doll’s house-like 
cottage in Brisbane’s inner-city Highgate Hill.

“When we first saw it, we were immediately drawn to the 
calm atmosphere of the place,” says Melissa. “The volumes 
were tiny but the proportions were right — and there was 
this beautiful, old brick fireplace that we loved.”

The house sits in the foreground of Torbreck: an 
emblematic modernist apartment tower perched high  
on the hill. The couple had “done their stint” in a small 
apartment there — a familiar rite of passage to many 
aspiring and established architects in Brisbane — and  
very much wanted to stay in the area.

“There’s a wonderful Greek heritage in the suburb,  
with all these productive back gardens that people are  
so proud of,” explains Jayson. “It’s intriguing.”

Once Melissa became pregnant with their first child,  
Mia (now 11), the tiny historic cottage required expansion. 
But plans were put on hold as their respective workloads 
took over. Several years later, when their second child, 
Jenson (now eight), asked if he could possibly move from  
a cot in the dining room to a “real” bed before he started prep 
school, his parents knew they could not delay any longer. 

“We both took six weeks off work, set up drawing boards in 
my studio and just drew all the plans,” says Melissa. “We put 
in an intense effort, but it was also a very intuitive process.”

Retaining the charm of the original petite cottage, with  
its detailed craftsmanship, was a driving force. Maximising 
space within a small footprint was paramount, as was 
avoiding the common motif of grafting on an oversized 
extension and deck ‘out the back’. But the overriding urge 
was to immerse themselves in the garden, to live in the 
backyard and bring it into the house in both a spiritual and 
physical sense. The block, although narrow, extends deep, 
where an established poinciana has become a feature. 
Terraces were carved from the hillside to create areas 
for vegetables, a fireplace lounge, a pond and a pool, 
and to make the connection with the home seamless.  >

In the kitchen, the souvenir vintage teacups above the window  
frame “were collected by my great-aunt in the 1940s during her 
travels throughout regional Australia,” says Melissa. “I enjoy serving 
tea to guests and pairing them with Tamworth, Port Macquarie  
or Yass.” An Artek ‘Stool 60’ from Innerspace sits in front of a 
cookbook collection. OPPOSITE PAGE: Eco-Core’s ‘White Birch 
Multiply’ was used for the custom-designed cabinetry in the library 
and adjoining front lounge, which features two etchings of ballerinas 
by acclaimed newspaper illustrator Roy Hodgkinson. Eames for 
Herman Miller ‘LCW’ chairs from Living Edge and a Vitra ‘Bovist’ 
pouffe from Space Furniture provide colour.
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<  The workers’ cottage at the front was remodelled into a lounge, 
library and master bedroom. From here, the new rooms unfold 
in a series of alternately compressed and vaulting proportions, 
with verdant greenery in view at each vantage. 

The two children’s bedrooms are a study in compression, 
with sleeping boxes suspended over the side lane and plentiful  
storage delivered in tall vertical joinery. A submerged courtyard 
contains a jungle of subtropical plants that flanks the central 
corridor, which leads to a garden-side kitchen and dining space.

The loggia — or outdoor sitting room — is divided from the 
central courtyard garden by a banquette with a glass window 
looking into the greenery on one side and a long, contemplative 
view into the backyard on the other.

Taking their cue from the original fireplace, the owners  
have brought bricks into the palette of the new spaces. 
“We discovered some beautiful, old bricks full of character 
that had been buried from an old kiln,” says Jayson.

“We’ve recycled those in the garden and the foundations,  
but for the interiors we wanted something calmer and more 
contemporary,” he explains.

The couple collaborated with curatorial masonry experts 
Shane Norton and Rese Gates of Elvis & Rose on the brickwork 
layout for the new section of the house (which, as Highgate Hill 
House, has won a clutch of awards, including Brisbane House of 
the Year for 2014, as judged by the Australian Institute of Architects). 

“We took hundreds of photos of different patterns of bricks,  
and then we’d play around with them on the weekend,” says  
Jayson of the attention to detail that was involved. 

Vines and grasses are fast integrating the wall into the  
landscape. Intricate patterns were also determined for  
the brick floor, which folds down from the loggia wall  
and penetrates the dining room. 

A landscape of niches, ledges and plinths emerges from the 
bricks and timbers that shape this house, lit by a series of skylights 
and transparent roofing panels. This also creates the perfect 
display for the Blights’ impressive art collection. 

“Art is important to us — it’s full of our memories, as we’ve been 
collecting together since we met,” says Melissa. “We designated  
a special spot for our Leonard Brown canvas — but after that,  
we just rotate the collection around at will.”  VL

“WE WErE immEdiAtEly 
drAWn to thE cAlm 
AtmosphErE… thE 
volumEs WErE tiny  
but thE proportions 
WErE riGht”

Works by Queensland artists 
dominate the main corridor: Lincoln 
Austin’s Knot Withstanding (2009, 
foreground) and the Blights’ adored 
Beautiful from the Beginning to the 
Dimensions of the Heart (2007) 
by Leonard Brown. Daughter Mia’s 
bedroom (top) and the bathroom 
(above) use the same plywood  
as the library and kitchen.  
Details, last pages.

The spacious outdoor sitting  
room features Accademia ‘Agra’ 
chairs from Space Furniture, more 
Artek stools and what Melissa terms 
“pallets and pallets of bricks”. The 
uplight above the glass-less window 
illuminates the ceiling at night.
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